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All curriculum areas at Cromer Academy have shared with key stage 3 pupils the key
knowledge for each subject. These are kept together in ‘The Knowledge’ booklets.
They can also be found online on our website.

How does memory work?

When we learn something new it is stored in our short-term memory.
We start forgetting almost instantly – this is why new directions are hard to
remember. If we test ourselves (without looking) and re-learn what we have forgotten
we start to store the knowledge in long-term memory.

We never forget information in our long-term memory – this is why most of us
remember our childhood phone number, or our first car registration.
If we repeatedly test ourselves (without looking) over time until we get 100% again
and again the knowledge is stored deeper.

When a person is
taught something
and asked to recall it
immediately, they are
typically able to do
so, provided they
paid attention long
enough for it to have
been processed in
their working
memory. Time
passes, however,
and we quickly
forget. In a matter of
hours or days we
lose most of what we were taught.

However, recalling that information again later helps to fortify that memory. This is
often illustrated using a graph, termed the ‘forgetting curve’, first introduced by
Hermann Ebbinghaus in the late 1800s.
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To illustrate this, it’s helpful to think of concrete examples such as times tables,
spellings, phone numbers, etc. These are things that you know well, because you’ve
had to recall them many times. To remember something without effort (and therefore
without creating cognitive load for your short term memory), you need to practise
recalling it many times.

What is ‘The Knowledge’?

‘The Knowledge’ booklet is:

● Only the core (or essential) knowledge for a subject.
● Designed to be easy to use.
● All in one place.
● Made by your teachers for you.

A Knowledge booklet is not:

● Everything you need to know or understand in a subject. It is the minimum
expectation of what you need to know that will help you to develop a deeper
understanding in class.

● A replacement for online learning platforms such as Sparx (Maths), Educake
(Science) and textivate (MFL). You will still be set work on these platforms
and expected to complete this work.

In lessons we ensure that the material included in 'The Knowledge’ booklet is
elaborated upon, by relating it to additional knowledge often in the form of ‘why’
questions. For example, a list of key historical figures from the Middle Ages could be
organised hierarchically in terms of power/status, could be built into a concept map
or could be re-ordered into another list.

How do we use ‘The Knowledge’?

We use ‘The Knowledge’ booklet to self-quiz and test ourselves.

● The goal is to get as much of the information from the booklet into our heads
and for it to stay there.

● The most successful pupils will know everything in the booklet without looking
after a period of time.

● The easiest way to self-quiz is to use Look, Cover, Write and Check.
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The process is as follows:

Stage 1: Your classroom teacher will set review work based on areas of the
curriculum that are less secure.

Stage 2: In class you will be expected to write down the page and numbers of
specific questions/knowledge that you need to memorise for your next low stakes
quiz. A deadline for completion will be set.

Stage 3: At home you carefully and precisely copy into the front of your book the
questions and answers that you have been set under a title Review work.

Stage 4: Look/read through the core knowledge that you have copied into your
book.

Stage 5: Cover the answers and attempt to answer the questions (verbally or
written in rough in the back of your book). An adult can help by quizzing you on this
knowledge.

Stage 6: Check and correct any errors in the back of your book, missing information
or spelling mistakes

Repeat if you feel the knowledge is still not secure. You should spend approx 20
minutes for this process for each piece of review work set.
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Your learning journey

Subject Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Art David Hockney: Developing a critical understanding of David Hockney’s work. Looking at distortion, scale, colour theory and shapes. Still Life Studies:
Developing drawing, painting and observational study skills with a focus on shapes, tones, hues, colour theory and blending.

Computer Science E-safety - Passwords, cyberbullying, Social Networking Sites, sharing, oversharing & Nude selfies. How a computer works - Input and output devices, memory
(RAM, ROM, Virtual memory) How a computer works - Secondary storage, CPU, binary conversions. Algorithms and basic programming using Flowgorithm.

Design Technology Graphics, Branding and Printing Techniques: Typography and Logo design, Record/CD sleeve and printing, T-shirt design and Screen Printing

English History of English
language

Chaucer: The
Knight's Tale Shakespeare

A Midsummer Night's
Dream Poetry study Sonnets

French

Making introductions;
talking about birthdays;

talking about family.
Introducing phonics;

numbers; colours; months
and days of the week.

Making introductions;
talking about birthdays;

talking about family.
Consolidating phonics;

numbers; colours;
months and days of the

week.

Describing the family;
talking about family

members; describing
appearance; describing
relationships with family

members.

Describing the family;
talking about family

members; describing
appearance; describing
relationships with family

members.

Free time and leisure
activities; describing what
you like to do in your spare

time and justifying
opinions about different

activities.

Free time and leisure activities;
describing what you like to do in

your spare time and justifying
opinions about different activities.

Geography Mapping & Agriculture Population & Settlement Weather & Climate

History Anglo Saxons and
Vikings Norman Conquest Medieval life and the

power of the Church The Crusades Medieval Power and
Conflict

The significance of the Black
Death and the Peasants Revolt.

Maths Calculation and
Statistics.

Expressions,
Formulae and Area.

Integers, Powers,
Roots, Calculation,
Fractions, Decimals
and Percentages.

Fractions, Decimals,
Percentages and

Perimeter.

Calculation and Ratio,
Lines, Shapes and

Angles.

Lines, Shapes, Angles,
Expressions, Formulae,

Fractions, Decimals,
Percentages and Calculation.

Music

Theory & Musical Knowledge: Simple rhythms using
semibreves, minims and crotchets, 4|4 time signature,

bars, bar-lines and double bar-lines, start and end repeat
marks. Orchestra instrument families - strings, woodwind,

brass and percussion. Aural Training: Forte or piano?
Sudden dynamic changes. Legato or staccato, error

detection and identification (change in pitch or
rhythm?).Identifying an instrumental timbre as belonging
the correct family. Correctly identifying an instrument by

its sound. Common Core Canon: Ode to Joy
(Beethoven) - key facts, background to the music and

background to the composer. Composing and
performing tasks to support the above.

Theory & Musical Knowledge: Rhythms using
quavers (paired and in groups of 4), 3|4 time signature
and dotted notes. Ostinato, pitch (including the stave),

treble clef, middle C to 'top' F, stem direction and
ascending/descending patterns. Names of notes on the

keyboard (naturals only). Aural Training: Simple
rhythm dication (fill in the gaps), identify the time

signature, listening to a recording and gradual changes
of dynamics (crescendo and diminuendo). Common

Core Canon: Canon in D (Pachelbel) - key facts,
background to the music and background to the

composer. Composing and performing tasks to
support the above.

Theory & Musical Knowledge: Rhythms using semiquavers and
dotted notes (dotted crotchets and single quavers). Pitch including
one octave C major and A natural minor scale, accidentals (sharps,

flats and naturals), and intervals of a tone and semitone, relative
keys, key signature. Names of notes on the keyboard including the
black notes. Major and minor (aural recognition). Aural Training:
Dictaion to include pitch (fill in the gaps, stepwise motion only with
the rhythm provided). Tonality - major or minor? Common Core

Canon: Fur Elise (Beethoven) - key facts, background to the music
and background to the composer. Composing and performing

tasks to support the above.

Performing Arts Vocal Training - Reciting
Poetry for performance.

Pantomime &
Commedia d'ell Arte -
working from a play

script of Cinderella to
perform to an

audience.

Beowulf - Responding
to a play text and

considering production
elements.

A Midsummer Night's
Dream - responding to
a Shakespeare play

as a director and actor
- Link to English

Curriculum

Devising Drama -
Exploring the devising

process in developing a
performance from

stimuli.

End of Year practical and
theoretical assessments -
recitation and presentation

skills & end of year theory test.

Philosophy

What is the love of wisdom'? Through a philosophical
lens, exploring the philosophy of Socrates, Plato,

Aristotle, Seneca and Confucius. Students engage in
dialogue and evaluate the importance of the teaching

of these philosophers.

What do the Abrahamic Faith stories reveal about
God?' Through a theological lens, exploring the

importance of the development of Judaism,
Christianity and Islam through narratives that

underpin these faiths.

How do creation narratives shape what it means to be human?'
Through a social sciences lens, exploring how various

narratives have helped humans make sense of human origins
and meanings in life.

PE

Hands: sporting techniques, rules, regulations &
tactics through fitness and invasion game drills.

Hands: sporting techniques, rules, regulations
& tactics through net games, multiskills and

dance and/or gymnastics/ trampolining.

Hands: sporting techniques, rules, regulations & tactics of
the sporting activities of tennis, athletics and striking

games.

Heart: respect and kindess Heart: evaluativeness Heart: hard work and determination

Head: Stages/principles of a warm up & of a cool
down. Name, location and types of muscles.

Head: Motivation and types of motivation.
Anxiety and aggression and strategies. Target

setting.

Head: Health and skill related fitness components and
their application into sports performance.

Health and fitness activity level recommendations.

Science

MRS GREN,
Classification.

Substances and Particles
and the Atom, Forces,
Cells and Microscopy

Cells and Microscopy,
Isotopes and

Electronic Structure,
Force and Motion,

Ecology 1,

Newton's laws,
Periodic Table, Speed,

Ecology 2

Ecology 2, Particles,
Hooke's Law and

Pressure

Photosynthesis, Physical
properties, Energy

Transfers

Reproduction in flowering
plants, Separating Mixtures,

Organisation

Spanish

Making introductions;
talking about birthdays;

talking about family.
Introducing phonics;

numbers; colours; months
and days of the week.

Making introductions;
talking about birthdays;

talking about family.
Consolidating phonics;

numbers; colours;
months and days of the

week.

Describing the family;
talking about family

members; describing
appearance; describing
relationships with family

members.

Describing the family;
talking about family

members; describing
appearance; describing
relationships with family

members.

Free time and leisure
activities; describing what

you like to do in your spare
time and justifying opinions

about different activities.

Free time and leisure activities;
describing what you like to do in

your spare time and justifying
opinions about different activities.
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Art

Question Answer

DAVID HOCKNEY

1 Who is David Hockney? An English multi-media artist.

2 What did David Hockney’s art focus on? A range of landscapes, people and memories.

3 What is media, in art? The material used to create art.

4 What types of media does Hockney use in his art? Painting and photography.

5 What movement was Hockney a part of? Pop Art

6 What is a transcription? An exact copy of the artist's work.

7 When drawing, we must always use what type of line? Light lines.

8 What is pop art? Pop art is a style of art based on simple, bold images of
everyday items, such as soup cans, painted in bright
colours.

COLOUR THEORY

9 What is the definition of a primary colour? A colour that cannot be made from mixing.

10 What are the three primary colours? Red, blue, yellow

11 What are the three secondary colours? Purple, Green, Orange

12 How do you create the colour orange? Mix red and yellow.

13 How do you create the colour green? Mix yellow and blue.

14 How do you create the colour purple? Mix blue and red.

15 What is a tertiary colour? A colour made by mixing one primary and one
secondary colour together.

16 What is an analogous colour? Colours that sit next to one another on the colour
wheel.

17 What are complementary colours? Colours that are opposite each other on the colour
wheel.

18 What are the three groups of complementary colours? Red and green.
Yellow and purple.
Blue and orange.

19 Colours are split into two sections on the colour wheel, what are they? Cold and warm.

20 What does the term, ‘monochromatic’ mean? Containing or only using one colour

21 How do you blend coloured pencils? By layering them.

SHAPES AND LINES

22 What are tones? Tone refers to the lightness or darkness of a colour.

23 Why do we use tones? To create contrast which will make our drawings look
3D.

24 How many tones are there? 10

25 Tones are split into three sections, what are they? Highlights, shadows and midtones.

26 What qualities do 3D shapes have? Parallel lines, faces, shadows and highlights.
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27 What is line A? Diagonal

28 What is line B? Horizontal

29 What is line C? Vertical

30 What is a parallel line? Parallel Lines are lines that run in the same direction.

31 What is a continuous line? A line drawing that is unbroken from the beginning to the
end.

32 What shape is this? Sphere

33 What shape is this? Cube

34 What shape is this? Cylinder

35 What shape is this? Pyramid

36 What shape is this? Cone
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Computer Science

Question Answer

ONLINE SAFETY

1 What is the term used to describe a friend you have only ever met online? Cyberpal

2 What is the term used to describe someone who is using the internet to repeatedly frighten or upset
someone or a group of people often by sending hurtful messages?

Cyberbullying

3 What do we call a sequence of characters used to gain access to a computer system? Password

4 What is the name given to any website or app that allows its users to view, create and share content
with others online?

Social Media Platforms

5 What do we call someone who was present when something happens and who sees it but does not
take part in it?

Bystander

6 What term means to share or reveal too much information about yourself? Oversharing

7 When using the internet we leave a trail of information. What is this trail called? Digital Footprint

8 What is the term used to describe your activity of using a device to send messages that are about
sex or to send sexual photographs which are also known as ‘nudes’?

Sexting

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

9 What internal hardware component processes all of the data and instructions that make a computer
system work?

Central Processing Unit
(CPU)

10 The CPU consists of three main parts, which part controls the flow of data? Control Unit (CU)

11 The CPU consists of three main parts, which part is made up of very fast memory? Cache (Immediate Access
Store - IAS)

12 In the CPU what part carries out all arithmetic and mathematical operations? Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU)

13 What is the name of the cycle completed by the CPU to retrieve and execute instructions? Fetch, decode & execute
cycle

14 What is the name given to the internal hardware component that stores programmes and data
currently in use?

RAM

15 Which internal hardware component contains the startup instructions for a computer? ROM

16 What type of storage is used to permanently store files and programs without needing a power
supply?

Secondary storage

17 What type of secondary storage uses lasers to write and read data? Optical storage

18 What type of secondary storage stores data electronically and has no moving parts? Solid state storage

19 What type of secondary storage uses magnetic fields to magnetise tiny individual sections of a
metal spinning disk?

Magnetic storage

20 What is the name given to components of a computer found inside the casing, for example,
motherboard, graphics card, RAM, CPU, ROM, sound card, hard drive?

Internal hardware

21 What type of hardware allows the user to enter data or instructions, for example, mouse, keyboard,
touch screen, microphone?

Input devices

22 What type of hardware allows the user to view/see data or instructions entered, for example,
speakers, monitor, printer?

Output devices

23 What is the name of a two base number system that uses the digits 1 and 0? Binary

24 What is the name of a 10 base number system that uses the digits 0-9? Denary
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COMPUTATIONAL THINKING & ALGORITHMS (FLOWGORITHM)

25 What do we call a sequence of steps used to carry out a task, especially by a computer? Algorithm

26 What is the term used to describe breaking a problem down from a big problem into smaller
problems?

Decomposition

27 When we are given a problem, what is the term used to describe the action of removing
unnecessary information from a problem?

Abstraction

28 In Flowgorithm what block is used to display a response or question you want to ask? . Output block

29 In Flowgorithm what block is used to set up a variable? Declare block

30 In a program what is used to store pieces of data that you might need later in the program? Variable

31 What is the construct name used to describe the order instructions in a program are carried out? Sequence

32 What is the construct name used for when a decision is being carried out that will affect what
instruction is completed next?

Selection

33 What needs to be set to describe what data is and how it can be used by the computer? Data types

34 What data type is used to represent text and can include letters, numbers, symbols and spaces? String

35 What data type is used to represent whole numbers? Integer
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Design Technology

Question Answer

TYPOGRAPHY
1 What line do all letters sit on? Baseline

2 What line do all tall letters reach up to? Ascender

3 What line do letters with tails hang down to? Descender

4 What is the space that the main body of letters fits within? x-height

5 What is the name for the space between letters? Kerning

6 What are the small projections or flicks seen on some fonts? Serifs

7 What does the French word Sans mean? Without

8 What do we call lettering with thicker, heavier weight lines? Bold

9 What do we call lettering that has been slanted forward? Italicised

LOGOS

10 What is the name for a logo with a name or word in it? Wordmark Logo

11 What is the proper name for a logo that has only letters, that don't make a word? Lettermark Logo

12 What is the proper name for a logo that has only images/icons/symbols with no
lettering?

Brandmark Logo

13 What is the proper name for a logo that brings together lettering and images/symbols? Combination Mark Logo

COMPUTATIONAL THINKING & ALGORITHMS (FLOWGORITHM)

14 What does CAD stand for? Computer Aided Design

15 What CAD image can be stretched without pixelation? Vector Image

16 What are lines between anchor points on Adobe Illustrator? Paths

17 What colour system do we use for light (phone/TV/computer screens)? RGB (Red, Green, Blue)

18 Which piece of Adobe software do we use to make a logo? Adobe Illustrator

19 Which piece of Adobe software do we use to edit and manipulate images? Adobe Photoshop

20 What feature allows you to work on and reorder elements without permanently affecting
the whole image?

The Layers

21 What is the keyboard shortcut that we use to change the component CTRL + T

22 What is the keyboard shortcut that we use to move backwards through steps that we
took (undo)?

CTRL + Z

23 What type of eraser will remove an area of colour in one click (usually used to remove
backgrounds for example)?

Magic Eraser

24 What is the proper term for an outline around something? A stroke

PRINTING

25 What colour system do we use for ink/pigment? CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black)

26 What class of colours are Cyan, Magenta and Yellow? Primary

27 What class of colour do we get when we mix 2 primarys? Secondary
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28 What are the secondary colours for ink/pigment ? Red, Green, Blue

29 What does the 'K' stand for in CMYK? Black (Key Black)

30 On a print grid, where should you extend the background image or colour to? Bleed Line

31 On a print grid, where should you keep the important images, writing and information
within?

Safe Area

32 When print grids are removed from CAD files before printing, what identifies where to
cut the design out?

Crop Markings

33 What markings are printed with the design to support with quality control checks on the
final print?

Registration Marks and Colour Bar

34 What is the industrial printing process most commonly used for printing on papers and
boards?

Offset Lithographic Printing
(sometimes known simply as Offset
Printing)

35 What are print plates normally made out of? Thin flexible metal, usually aluminium

36 What area of the print plates transfers ink/pigment? The raised areas of the plate

37 Why is an offset cylinder involved in the process? It sharpens the image and is less likely
to damage the stock being printed on

38 What are print plates normally made out of? Thin flexible metal, usually aluminium

39 What order are the inks applied in printing? Cyan - Magenta - Yellow - Black

40 What term is used for the paper or board being printed on? Stock

41 What is the screen printing screen made from? Silk stretched over a frame

42 What is the name of the blade that is used to move ink across the screen during
printing?

Squeegee

43 What word describes the thickness of the printing ink? Viscosity

44 What material surfaces can screen printing be used on? Pretty much any, it is highly versatile

45 How does the screen printing process control where the ink goes? The areas on the silk screen that are
masked, block the ink from passing
onto the material surface

PAPERS AND BOARDS

46 ‘A’ numbers are given to standardised paper sizes. What happens as the A numbers get
bigger?

The size of the paper gets smaller i.e.
A5 is smaller than A4.

47 What are the 5 main types of Paper? Cartridge, Bleed-proof, Grid, Layout,
Tracing

48 What are the 4 main types of Board? Corrugated, Duplex, Foil-lined,
Foam-core

49 What unit of measurement do we use to identify the thickness of paper and board? Microns

50 What unit of measurement do we use to identify the weight of paper and board? gsm (grams per square metre)
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English
(Shakespeare’s ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’)

Question/Definition Answer

CONTEXT:

1 When was Shakespeare living? Shakespeare was born in April 1564 and died on the 23rd of April 1616.

2 What genres of plays did Shakespeare write? Shakespeare wrote comedy, history and tragedy plays.

3 Who was the monarch when the play was performed? Elizabeth the 1st was queen of England when the play was performed.

4 Which writers influenced A Midsummer Night’s Dream? Shakespeare was influenced by Chaucer’s work.

5 Which characters from Chaucer’s The Knight’s Tale also appear
in Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream?

Theseus and Hippolyta are two characters that appear in The Knight’s Tale and A
Midsummer Night’s Dream.

PLOT & CHARACTER

6 Where is the play set? A Midsummer Night’s Dream is set in Athens and the surrounding woods.

7 Who are the rulers of Athens? The rulers of Athens are Theseus and Hippolyta.

8 Who is Theseus and where did Shakespeare find this character? Theseus is the Duke of Athens and Shakespeare found this character in Chaucer’s
The Canterbury Tales.

9 Who are the king and queen of the fairies? Oberon and Titania.

10 Why are Titania and Oberon arguing? Oberon and Titania are arguing over who should look after the boy who Titania has
stolen from an Indian king.

11 Who is Egeus? Egeus is Hermia’s father.

12 Who is Hermia and who does she want to marry at the start of the
play?

Hermia wishes to marry Lysander.

13 Who is Helena and who does she want to marry at the start of the
play?

Helena wishes to marry Demetrius

14 Who is Lysander and who does he want to marry at the start of
the play?

Lysander wishes to marry Hermia.

15 Who is Demetrius and who does he want to marry at the start of
the play?

Demetrius wishes to marry Hermia.

16 Who does Egeus want Hermia to marry? Egeus wishes Hermia to marry Demetrius.

17 What do Egeus and Theseus tell Hermia will happen to her if she
refuses to marry Demetrius?

Egeus and Theseus say that Hermia will suffer death or live the rest of her life in a
nunnery.

18 What do Hermia and Lysander decide to do? Hermia and Lysander decide to run away as they then won’t be under Theseus’ rule.

19 Who follows Hermia and Lysander to the woods? Helena and Demetrius follow Hermia and Lysander into the woods.

20 Who is Puck and who does he work for? Puck is a mischievous fairy and works for Oberon.

21 What does Oberon tell Puck to do with the potion from the
flower?

Oberon tells Puck to sprinkle the potion in the ‘Athenian man’s eyes’ so he’ll wake
up and love Helena.

22 What does Puck do by mistake with the potion? Puck gets confused about which ‘Athenian man’s eyes’ to put the potion in. He puts
the potion in Lysander’s eyes, so now Lysander loves Helena.

23 What happens when Puck puts the potion in Lysander’s eyes? Lysander falls in love with Helena.

24 What does Helena think is happening when Lysander tells her
that he loves her?

Helena believes that Lysander is mocking her.

25 What does Puck do to Bottom? Puck changes Bottom’s head for that of an ‘ass’.

26 What happens when Titania wakes up, after Oberon has put the
love potion in her eyes?

When Titania wakes up she looks at Bottom and falls in love with him.
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27 What happens when Puck puts the love potion in Demetrius’
eyes?

Puck puts the potion in Demetrius’ eyes.

28 What does Helena think is happening when Demetrius also says
he loves her?

Helena thinks that Demetrius is mocking her.

29 Why do Hermia and Helena argue? Hermia and Helena argue because Hermia thinks Helena has stolen Lysander and
Helena thinks Hermia is mocking her.

30 What does Oberon tell Puck to do to solve the arguments
between the lovers?

Oberon tells Puck to use a different potion to remove the love potion from
Lysander’s eyes.

31 Who do Theseus, Hippolyta and Egeus find when they arrive in
the woods?

Theseus, Hippolyta and Egeus find the four lovers asleep in the woods.

32 Who does Hermia/Helena/Demetrius/Lysander love at the end of
the play?

Hermia loves Lysander, Helena loves Demetrius, Lysander loves Hermia and
Demetrius loves Helena.

33 What are the main themes in A Midsummer Night’s Dream? Love, magic and comedy.

34 What is the name of the play the Mechanicals are rehearsing? The Mechanicals are performing Pyramus and Thisbe.

35 How does this play create comedy? This creates comedy because it is inappropriate for a wedding.

36 Quotations relating to the theme of love: a. ‘I am your spaniel [...] Use me but as your spaniel: spurn me, strike me’
(Act 2. 1, L203-5) Helena

b. ‘You thief of love!’ (Act 3. 2, L282-3) Hermia
c. ‘How low am I, thou painted maypole? [...] I am not yet so low/But that my

nails can reach unto thine eyes.’ (Act 3. 2, L296-8) Hermia
d. ‘The course of true love never did run smooth,’ (Act 1. 1, L134) Lysander
e. ‘I am sick when I do look on thee’ (Act 2. 1, L212) Demetrius to Helena
f. ‘And I am sick when I look not on you.’ (Act 2. 1, L213) Helena to Demetrius

37 Quotations relating to theme of magic: a. ‘Before, milk-white; now purple with love’s wound’ (Act 2. 1, L165-7)
Oberon

b. ‘And run through fire I will for thy sweet sake!’ (Act 2. 2, L109) Lysander to
Helena

c. ‘Not Hermia, but Helena I love/ Who will not change a raven for a dove?’
(Act 2. 2, L119-120) Lysander to Helena

d. ‘O Helen, goddess, nymph, perfect, divine!’ (Act 3. 2, L137) Demetrius to
Helena

38 Quotations relating to the theme of comedy: a. ‘This is to make an ass of me, to fright me, if they could’ (Act 3. 1,
L122-123)

b. ‘Thou art as wise as thou art beautiful’ (Act 3. 1, L131) Titania to Bottom

THEMES:

39 What type of rhythm and rhyme does the play contain? Blank verse (unrhymed iambic pentameter).

40 What genre is A Midsummer Night’s Dream? Comedy.

41 What is the difference between the form and structure of how the
Mechanicals speak and how the rest of the characters speak?

The Mechanicals speak in prose (which doesn’t have a consistent rhythm)  whereas
the rest of the characters speak in verse (which has a set rhythm).

VOCABULARY:

42 Rhyme scheme: what is the definition of this word? Use it
correctly in a sentence.

Definition: The ordered pattern of rhymes at the ends of the lines of a poem or verse.

Example: The song consists of five verses using the a-a-b-b rhyme scheme.

43 Verse: what is the definition of this word? Use it correctly in a
sentence.

Definition: Writing that is arranged in lines, often with a regular rhythm or rhyme scheme.

Example: Most of the play is written in verse, but some of it is in prose.

44 Monologue: what is the definition of this word? Use it correctly in
a sentence.

Definition: A long speech by one person during a conversation that stops other people from
speaking.

Example: He went into a long monologue about how great his summer holiday was.

45 Play: what is the definition of this word? Use it correctly in a
sentence.

Definition: A play is a work of drama, usually consisting mostly of dialogue between
characters and intended for theatrical performance rather than just reading.

Example: We went to watch a play at the theatre at the weekend and it was great!
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46 Stage direction: what is the definition of this word? Use it
correctly in a sentence.

Definition: A note in the text of a play telling actors when to come on to or leave the stage,
what actions to perform, how something should look to be done etc.

Example:Shakespeare's famous stage direction: ‘Exit, pursued by a bear.’

47 Comedy: what is the definition of this word? Use it correctly in a
sentence.

Definition: A play, film or TV show that is intended to be funny, usually with a happy ending.

Example: Watching a comedy always helps after a long week.

48 Iambic pentameter: what is the definition of this word? Use it
correctly in a sentence.

Definition: A line of verse with five metrical feet, each consisting of one short (or
unstressed) syllable followed by one long (or stressed) syllable.

Example: The first line of the Prologue, ‘two households, both alike in dignity’ from ‘Romeo
and Juliet’ is an example of iambic pentameter.

49 Dialogue: what is the definition of this word? Use it correctly in a
sentence.

Definition: A conversation spoken by characters in a book, play or film.

Example: I found the dialogue between the character’s really intense, I thought they were
going to have a full blown argument!

50 Imagery: what is the definition of this word? Use it correctly in a
sentence.

Definition: Language that creates vivid pictures in the minds of people reading or listening.

Example: The imagery used really helped me to imagine what the characters looked like.

51 Hyperbole: what is the definition of this word? Use it correctly in
a sentence.

Definition: An exaggerated statement or claim not meant to be taken literally.

Example: He vowed revenge with oaths and hyperboles.

52 Patriarchy: what is the definition of this word? Use it correctly in
a sentence.

Definition:  A society, system or country that is ruled or controlled by men.

Example: Females are seen as inferior to males in a society ruled by patriarchy.

53 Playwright: what is the definition of this word? Use it correctly in
a sentence.

Definition: A person who writes plays for the theatre, television or radio.

Example: Which playwright wrote ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream?’

54 Wordplay: what is the definition of this word? Use it correctly in a
sentence.

Definition: Making jokes by using words in a clever and humorous way, especially by using
a word that has two meanings, or different words that sound the same.

Example: Using a pun is a form of wordplay.

55 Theme: what is the definition of this word? Use it correctly in a
sentence.

Definition: The subject or main idea/recurring idea in a talk, piece of writing or work of art.

Example: Hot temperatures were a common theme over the past couple of weeks.

56 Rebellious: what is the definition of this word? Use it correctly in
a sentence.

Definition: Unwilling to obey rules or follow generally accepted standards.

Example: He has always had a rebellious streak.

57 Destiny: what is the definition of this word? Use it correctly in a
sentence.

Definition: what happens to somebody or what will happen to them in the future, especially
things that they cannot change or avoid.

Example: It was my destiny to meet them.

58 Reason: what is the definition of this word? Use it correctly in a
sentence.

Definition: The power of the mind to think in a logical way, to understand and have
opinions.

Example: Only human beings are capable of reason.

59 Force: what is the definition of this word? Use it correctly in a
sentence.

Definition:The strong effect or influence of something.

Example: A leader inspired others with the force of his personality.

60 Prose: what is the definition of this word? Use it correctly in a
sentence.

Definition: Written or spoken language in its ordinary form, without metrical structure.
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Example: Shakespeare made characters who were of a lower status speak in prose
within his plays, whereas the higher status characters spoke in verse.

BIG QUESTIONS:

61 Who has more power in the play: male characters or female
characters?

62 How does Shakespeare present love in A Midsummer
Night’s Dream?

63 Is love a positive or negative force in A Midsummer Night’s
Dream?

64 Who has the most power in A Midsummer Night’s Dream
and why?

65 Why is A Midsummer Night’s Dream considered to be a
comedy?

66 Which does Shakespeare suggest is better: reason or
emotion?

67 What is the role of magic within A Midsummer Night’s
Dream?

68 ‘And yet, to say the truth, reason and love keep little/
company together nowadays’ (Act 3. 1, L127-8). To what
extent do you agree with this statement?
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French
People les gens C Adjectives MS FS MPL FPL

A2 at my place / my home chez moi C1 white blanc blanche blancs blanches
A3 at your place chez toi C2 blue bleu bleue bleus bleues
A4 In my family there is Dans ma famille il y a C3 brown (1) brun brune bruns brunes
A5 I / me Je / moi C4 grey gris grise gris grises
A6 my brother mon frère C5 yellow jaune jaune jaunes jaunes
A7 my little brother mon petit frère C6 brown (2) marron marron marron marron
A8 my younger brother mon frère cadet C7 black noir noire noirs noires
A9 my older brother mon frère aîné C8 orange orange orange orange orange
A10 my sister ma sœur C9 pink rose rose roses roses
A11 my little sister ma petite sœur C10 red rouge rouge rouges rouges
A12 my younger sister ma sœur cadette C11 green vert verte verts vertes
A13 my older sister ma sœur aînée C12 fun amusant amusante amusants amusantes
A14 my dad mon père C13 handsome / beautiful beau belle beaux belles
A15 my mum ma mère C14 annoying casse-pieds casse-pieds casse-pieds casse-pieds
A16 my parents mes parents C15 dangerous dangereux dangereuse dangereux dangereuses
A17 my grandmother ma grand-mère C16 kind gentil gentille gentils gentilles
A18 my grandfather mon grand-père C17 big / tall grand grande grands grandes
A19 my grandparents mes grands-parents C18 fat gros grosse gros grosses
A20 my friend (male) mon ami C19 intelligent intelligent intelligente intelligents intelligentes
A21 my friend (female) mon amie C20 young jeune jeune jeunes jeunes
B1 Pets - les animaux de compagnie C21 nasty méchant méchante méchants méchantes
B2 A / some dog(s) un chien des chiens C22 thin mince mince minces minces
B3 A / some cat(s) un chat des chats C23 lazy paresseux paresseuse paresseux paresseuses
B4 A / some bird(s) un oiseau des oiseaux C24 small / short petit petite petits petites
B5 A / some fish un poisson des poissons C25 well behaved / wise sage sage sages sages
B6 A / some horse(s) un cheval des chevaux C26 nice sympa sympa sympas sympas
B7 A /some snake(s) un serpent des serpents C27 stubborn têtu têtue têtus têtues
B8 A / some tortoise(s) une tortue des tortues C28 shy timide timide timides timides
B9 A rat / some rats un rat des rats C29 old vieux vieille vieux vieilles
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People les gens C Adjectives MS FS MPL FPL
A2 at my place / my home chez moi C1 white blanc blanche blancs blanches
A3 at your place chez toi C2 blue bleu bleue bleus bleues
D1 more descriptions
D2 more than plus que D5 very très
D3 less than moins que D6 quite assez
D4 as (equal to)... as aussi que D7 too (much) trop

D8 a little un peu
E1 verbs les verbes F1 negatives
E2 there is / there are il y a F2 there isn’t / there aren’t (any) il n’y a pas (de)
E3 I get on well with je m’entends bien avec F3 I don’t get on well with je ne m’entends pas bien avec
E4 I look like je ressemble à F4 I don’t look like je ne ressemble pas à
E5 I can be je peux être F5 I can’t be je ne peux pas être
E6 I would say that je dirais que F6 I wouldn’t say that je ne dirais pas que
E6 he / she says that il / elle dit F7 he / she doesn’t say that il / elle ne dit pas que
G1 to have avoir
G2 I have j’ai G8 I don’t have (any) je n’ai pas (de)
G3 you (1 person)  have tu as G9 you (1 person) don’t have (any) tu n’as pas (de)
G4 he/she/it has il / elle a G10 he/she/it don’t have (any) il / elle n’a pas (de)
G5 we have nous avons G11 we don’t have (any) nous n’avons pas (de)
G6 you (plural) have vous avez G12 you (plural) don’t have (any) vous n’avez pas (de)
G7 they have ils / elles ont G13 they don’t have (any) ils / elles n’ont pas (de)
H1 to be être
H2 I am je suis H8 I am not / I’m not je ne suis pas
H3 you (1 person) are tu es H9 you (1 person) are not / aren’t tu n’es pas
H4 he / she / it is il / elle est H10 he / she/ it is not /isn’t il / elle n’est pas
H5 we are nous sommes H11 we are not / aren’t nous ne sommes pas
H6 you (plural) are vous êtes H12 you (plural) are not / aren’t vous n’êtes pas
H7 they are ils / elles sont H13 they are not / aren’t ils / elles ne sont pas
I1 opinions opinions
I2 I like j’aime I9 I don’t like je n’aime pas
I3 I really like / like a lot j’aime beaucoup I10 I don’t like at all je n’aime pas du tout
I4 I love j’adore I11 I hate je déteste
I5 because it / he / she is parce qu’il est / parce qu’elle est I12 because it / he / she is not parce qu’il n’est pas / parce qu’elle n’est pas
I6 because they are parce qu’ils sont / parce qu’elles sont I13 because they are not parce qu’ils ne sont pas / parce qu’elles ne sont pas
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People les gens C Adjectives MS FS MPL FPL
A2 at my place / my home chez moi C1 white blanc blanche blancs blanches
A3 at your place chez toi C2 blue bleu bleue bleus bleues
I7 although it / he / she is bien qu’il soit /  bien qu’elle soit I14 although it / he / she is not bien qu’il ne soit pas / bien qu’elle ne soit pas
I8 although they are bien qu’ils soient / bien qu’elles soient I15 although they are not bien qu’ils ne soient pas / bien qu’elles ne soient pas
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EXAMPLE SENTENCES FOR QUIZZING
Q1 In my family there are four people. Dans ma famille, il y a quatre personnes.
Q2 At mine, there are six people. Chez moi, il y a six personnes.
Q3 In my family there are my mum and my dad and me. Dans ma famille, il y a ma mère, mon père et moi.
Q4 In my family there are my older sisters and me. Dans ma famille, il y a mes sœurs ainées et moi.
Q5 In my family there are my younger brothers and me. Dans ma famille, il y a mes frères cadets et moi.
Q6 At home, I have a dog black and white. Chez moi, j’ai un chien noir et blanc.
Q7 At home, I have two cats grey. Chez moi, j’ai deux chats gris.
Q8 At home, I have some birds blue. Chez moi, j’ai des oiseaux bleus.
Q9 At home, we have three horses brown. Chez moi, nous avons trois chevaux bruns.
Q10 At home, we have two tortoises green. Chez moi, nous avons deux tortues vertes.
Q11 I am quite tall. Je suis assez grand.
Q12 My sister is very short. Ma sœur est très petite.
Q13 My brother is quite funny. Mon frère est assez amusant.
Q14 My parents are very thin. Mes parents sont très minces.
Q15 My mum is quite wise. Ma mère est assez sage.
Q16 I am not nasty. Je ne suis pas méchant.
Q17 My mum is not fat. Ma mère n’est pas grosse.
Q18 My dad is not stubborn. Mon père n’est pas têtu.
Q19 My little sisters are not kind. Mes petites sœurs ne sont pas gentilles.
Q20 My grandparents are not young. Mes grands-parents ne sont pas jeunes.
Q21 My sister is taller (more tall) than my brother. Ma sœur est plus grande que mon frère.
Q22 My mum is funnier (more funny) than my grandma. Ma mère est plus amusante que ma grand-mère.
Q23 My dad is more intelligent than my brother. Mon père est plus intelligent que mon frère.
Q24 My brother is less fat than my grandfather. Mon frère est moins gros que mon grand-père.
Q25 My friend is less lazy than my younger sister. Mon ami est moins paresseux que ma sœur cadette.
Q26 My step-mum is as kind as my father Ma belle-mère est aussi gentille que mon père
Q27 My step-dad is as nice as my mum Mon beau-père est aussi sympa que ma mère
Q28 I get on well with my dad because he is quite funny. Je m’entends bien avec mon père parce qu’il est

assez amusant.
Q29 I like my mum because she is very nice. J’aime ma mère parce qu'elle est très sympa.
Q30 I hate my younger sisters because they are annoying. Je déteste mes sœurs cadettes parce qu’elles sont

casse-pieds.
Q31 I like my grandparents although they are lazy. J’aime mes grands-parents bien qu’ils soient

paresseux.
Q32 I don’t like my older brother although he is intelligent. Je n’aime pas mon frère aîné bien qu’il soit

intelligent.
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Core Text for quizzing

CT1 Hi. How’s it going? Salut! Ça va?

CT2 Hello. It’s going well but I am tired today. Bonjour ! Ça va bien mais je suis fatigué
aujourd’hui.

CT3 What sort of person are you? Quelle sorte de personne es-tu ?

CT4 I think that I am quite tall Je pense que je suis assez grand

CT5 and my mum me tells that I am intelligent. et ma mère me dit que je suis intelligent.

CT6 According to my dad I am a bit annoying Selon mon père je suis casse-pieds

CT7 but I can be very well behaved. mais je peux être très sage.

CT8 There are how many people in your family? Il y a combien de personnes dans ta famille?

CT9 At home there are four people. Chez moi il y a quatre personnes.

CT10 There is my dad, my mum, my sister and me. Il y a mon père, ma mère, ma sœur et moi.

CT11 I would say that I look like my sister Je dirais que je ressemble à ma sœur 

CT12 because she has the same eyes but car elle a les mêmes yeux mais

CT13 she is more young than me elle est plus jeune que moi.

CT14 Is it that you get on with your sister? Est-ce tu t’entends avec ta sœur?

CT15 Yes. In general I get on well with her Oui. En général je m’entends bien avec elle

CT16 because she is fun. car elle est amusante.

CT17 Have you a pet at home? As-tu un animal à la maison?

CT18 I have two cats black and J’ai deux chats noirs et 

CT19 My sister has a tortoise. Ma soeur a une tortue.

CT20 However, I would like to have a big dog. Cependant, je voudrais avoir un grand chien.
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Geography (Settlement & Population)

Question Answer

Settlement

1 Identify the term: A place where people live. Settlement

2 Identify the term: Features of a site that make it suitable for a settlement to
become established.

Settlement factors

3 Name the 7 settlement factors. Flat land, fertile land, water supply,
crossing points, coastal location for trade,
defensive site, resource supply

4 Identify the term: Land or soil that is able to support the growth of a large
number of strong healthy plants.

Fertile land

5 Identify the term: The main activity of a location. Settlement function

6 Name the 5 settlement functions. Market town, port, capital, industrial,
financial centre, resort

7 Identify the term: An area dominated by countryside as well as small
settlements such as villages.

Rural

8 Identify the term: An area dominated by larger settlements such as towns
and cities.

Urban

9 Identify the term: Different types of settlements arranged in size order. Settlement hierarchy

10 Put the following in order of size from smallest to largest: village, mega city,
hamlet, town city.

Hamlet, village, town, city, mega city

11 Name 3 services you would expect to find in a town. Bus stop, post office, primary school,
small shops, place of worship, GP Surgery

12 Identify the term: The rapid expansion of an urban area into the surrounding
countryside.

Urban sprawl

13 List 2 causes of urban sprawl. Increase living space, improved
infrastructure, population increase

14 List 2 impacts of urban sprawl. Loss of green space, pressure on
services, increase in traffic, loss of
community

15 Identify the term: Meeting the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.

Sustainability

16 List 3 ways that cities are unsustainable. Air pollution, traffic, overcrowding

17 List 3 ways that cities can be more sustainable. Water conservation, waste recycling,
public transport
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Place & Skills

18 Name and locate the
15 largest cities in the UK:

1. Belfast
2. Glasgow
3. Edinburgh
4. Newcastle-upon-Tyne
5. Liverpool
6. Manchester
7. Bradford
8. Leeds
9. Hull
10. Sheffield
11. Birmingham
12. Cardiff
13. Bristol
14. Southampton
15. London

19 UK Population density. Name:
a. Areas with a low population density.
b. Areas with a high population density.
c. How many people per square kilometre

live in Norfolk?

a. Southern Scotland, north west
Scotland, central parts of Wales

b. Central London, Birmingham,
Newcastle, Manchester

c. 100-250 people

20 How could you describe the
overall trend of this graph?

The world population growth shows a
positive correlation.

21 Describe the characteristics of:
a. A youthful population pyramid.
b. An ageing population pyramid.

a. A wide base with a population that
decreases with age. Few people will
live 80 years or more.

b. A narrow base with the highest
proportion of people of working age.
Many people will live 80 years or
more.

Population

22 Identify the term: The pattern of where people live. Population distribution

23 Identify the term: The number of people living per square kilometre. Population density
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24 How do we refer to countries with a large percentage of elderly dependents? Ageing population

25 How do we refer to countries with a large percentage of young dependents? Youthful population

26 Identify the term: The number of births per thousand of the population per
year.

Birth rate

27 Identify the term: The number of deaths per thousand of the population per
year.

Death rate

28 Identify the term: A pattern in the population where the birth rate is higher
than the death rate, causing the population to increase.

Natural increase

29 List 2 physical factors which influence population distribution. Climate, relief

30 List 2 human factors which influence population distribution. Employment, transport

31 Where is the most rapid population growth taking place? Developing and emerging countries are
experiencing rapid population growth.

32 What are the impacts of overpopulation? Overconsumption of resources,
overcrowding

33 Identify the term: A visual representation of the population structure within a
country.

Population pyramid

34 List 3 strategies that have been used to manage population pressures. China one child policy, Kerala family
planning, Sweden pro natalist

35 Identify the term: Movement from one place to another. Migration

36 Match each
migration type to
the correct
definition:

Immigrant C
Emigrant F
International migration D
National migration A
Refugee G
Seasonal migration B
Illegal immigrant E

37 List 2 push factors which cause migration. Conflict, unemployment, climate change

38 List 2 pull factors which cause migration. Employment, access to services,
improved quality of life

39 Identify the term: Migrants sending home part of their earnings in the form of
either cash or goods to support their families.

Remittances

40 List 2 impacts of migration on a source country. Remittances, loss of economically active

41 List 2 impacts of migration on a host country. Reduced labour shortages, tensions
around multiculturalism, overcrowding

42 What do we call the movement of people from countryside areas into larger
urban areas?

Rural-urban migration
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History (The Norman Conquest, Medieval Church and Crusades)

Question Answer

The Norman Conquest
1 What type of castles did Norman nobles first build to help them

rule England?
Motte and Bailey Castle

2 Where was the most brutal example of William’s use of terror to
control the people of England?

In the North

3 How many people are claimed to have starved to death following
this event?

100 000

4 Which Anglo-Saxon noble led a last stand against Norman power
in East Anglia?

Hereward the Wake

5 What was the dominant language spoken by the rulers of
England after 1066?

French

6 Which word is often used to describe the system where people of
lower ranks received land in return for supporting their lord?

Feudalism/Feudal System

7 Which rank came just below the king in the feudal system, and
ruled land on his behalf?

Barons

8 What rank, usually a farm labourer, was at the bottom of
medieval society?

Peasant

9 Which document did the Normans create to help them rule
England?

The Domesday Book

10 For what primary purpose did William the Conqueror have the
Domesday Book written?

Taxation

Why was religion important in the Medieval world?
11 What does ‘clergy’ mean? Everyone who works for the Church
12 What term is used to describe an Islamic Empire, with power

over both religious and political life?
Caliphate

13 What two different forms of Islam emerged during the 10th

century?
Sunni and Shia

14 Which Greek-speaking empire was situated between the Islamic
world and Christian Europe?

Byzantine Empire

15 What was the capital city of this empire? Constantinople

Why did Christians join the Crusades?
16 What name is often given to the area of religious significance

surrounding Jerusalem?
Holy Land

17 What church is built on the site where Jesus is believed to have
been buried and resurrected?

Holy Sepulchre

18 What shrine is built on the site where Muhammad is believed to
have ascended to heaven?

Dome of the Rock

19 Which Sunni Muslim tribe conquered Jerusalem in 1079? Seljuk Turks
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Question Answer

20 Which Pope began the First Crusade with his speech at
Clermont?

Urban II

21 What did the Pope promise those who died on Crusade? Entry to heaven
22 For which three religions was Jerusalem a holy city? Christianity, Islam, Judaism
23 What name is given to a religious journey? Pilgrimage
24 What sparked the First Crusade? Request from the Byzantine Emperor
25 By what name were the Crusaders generally known by the

Muslims?
Franks

26 At which battle did Saladin inflict a crushing defeat on the
Crusader

The Battle of Hattin

27 Which Muslim leader captured Jerusalem from the crusaders in
1187?

Saladin

28 Which English king ended up leading the Third Crusade? Richard I (the Lionheart)
29 Which Crusade was sparked by Saladin’s conquest of

Jerusalem?
Third

What was the role of Henry II in the murder of Thomas Beckett?
30 What area of land in France did Henry II gain through his

marriage to Eleanor?
Aquitaine

31 What name was given to the Empire that Henry II ruled? Angevin Empire
32 What position did Henry II give to his friend Thomas Becket in

1162?
Archbishop of Canterbury

33 What does ‘excommunicate’ mean? Being expelled from the Church by the Pope
34 In what year was Thomas Becket murdered? 1170
35 Where was Thomas Becket murdered? Canterbury Cathedral
36 What is a person who is killed for their beliefs, often religious,

called?
Martyr

How did Magna Carta change the power of medieval monarchs?
37 What term describes expulsion from the Catholic Church by the

Pope, as happened to King John in 1209?
Excommunication

38 What did the Pope order in 1208, which caused English
churches to close for more than five years?

Interdict

39 What two nicknames did King John gain for his defeats on the
battlefield?

‘Softsword’/’Lackland’

40 What is a ruler who refuses to share their power, and governs in
a cruel and oppressive way, called?

Tyrant

41 What series of promises, meaning ‘the Great Charter’, was King
John forced to sign by the Barons?

Magna Carta

42 In what year did John sign this series of promises? 1215
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Maths

Knowledge

1 To calculate factors and multiples.
E.g. The factors of 24 are 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 and 24. The multiples of 5 are 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 …

2 To identify all the prime numbers less than 100.
E.g. 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13 …

3 To use indices to simplify multiplications.
E.g. a3 x a6 = a9

4 To write numbers as a product of prime factors.
E.g. 120 = 2³ x 3 x 5

5 To know that the inverse of squaring is to square root.

6 To know that the inverse of cubing is to cube root.

7 To recognise square and cube numbers between 1 to 500 and calculate their roots
E.g. 8 squared is 81

8 To recognise powers of 4 and 5.
E.g. 24 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 16

9 To multiply directed numbers
E.g. (-10) x (-3) = 30

10 To divide directed numbers.
E.g. 24 divided by (-4) = (-6)

11 To calculate with directed numbers in context.
E.g. The temperature in Norwich at 1pm is 7 degrees, at midnight it is 13 degrees colder.
a) What is the temperature now?
b) Would it be possible to have snow?
a) 7 - 13 = -6 degrees.
b) Yes it could snow!

12 Use fraction notation to express a proportion of a shape.

E.g.

11/18 is coloured in.

13 Use fraction notation to express an amount as a proportion of another.
E.g. If I have £7 and I spend £4. What proportion have I spent? 4/7

14 Convert terminating decimals to fractions.
E.g. 0.2 =1/5

15 Convert fractions to decimals.
E.g. ⅛ = 0.125

16 Convert between decimals and percentages.
E.g. What is 3.23 as a percentage? 323%

17 Convert between percentages and fractions.
E.g. What is 35% as a fraction? 35/100

18 Compare fractions, decimals and percentages to solve problems.
E.g. Which is the largest? 7/10, 75% or 0.73. 75%

19 To calculate the perimeter of rectangles and 2D shapes, given all side lengths.
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E.g.

What is the perimeter? 9 + 6 + 6 = 21cm

20 Understand the terms ‘parallel’ and ‘perpendicular’.
E.g. Parallel means lines that never cross. Perpendicular lines cross at right angles?

21 To add and subtract fractions.
E.g. ⅔ + ¾ = 17/12.

22 To multiply fractions by integer values.
E.g. ⅖ x 5 = 2.

23 Calculate fractions of quantities and measurements.
E.g. = 8/3.2

3 𝑜𝑓4𝑐𝑚 

24 To know the reciprocal of any value.
The reciprocal is one over the number.
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Music

Question/Knowledge Answer

THEORY AND MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE

1 How many beats is a quaver worth? ½ a beat

2 What is a quaver also known as? Eighth note

3 Draw a quaver.

4 Draw a pair of quavers.

5 What does  a 3|4 time signature mean? 3 crotchet beats in a bar

6 How many beats is a dotted minim worth? 3 beats

7 Draw a dotted minim.

8 How many beats is a dotted crotchet worth? 1 ½ beats

9 What is a dot worth? Half of the value of the note before

10 What is an ostinato? Repeated pattern of notes and/or rhythm

11 How many lines make a stave? 5

12 Draw a treble clef.

13 What is the rhyme for the notes on the lines of the treble clef stave? Every Good Boy Deserves Football

14 What do the notes in the spaces of the treble clef stave spell? F A C E

15 What note is between the two black notes on a keyboard? D

16 What does crescendo mean? Gradually get louder

17 What does diminuendo mean? Gradually get softer

Set Work: Canon in D
18 What is the genre of Canon in D? Chamber Music

19 Who composed Canon in D? Johann Pachelbel

20 In which period of music does Canon in D belong? Baroque

21 Which instruments play the Canon in D? 3 violins and 1 cello

22 What is an ostinato? A repeated pattern of notes and/or rhythm

23 What happens in a Canon? The parts join in gradually, imitating each other.

24 What nationality was Pachelbel? German
25 Which composer did Pachelbel influence? JS Bach

26 What did Pachelbel work as? Church organist and court musician
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Performing Arts (Beowulf & A Midsummer Night’s Dream

Question Answer

A: Beowulf Characters

1 (Bay-o-wolf) - A heroic warrior , the lead protagonist. Beowulf

2 (Gren-dal) - a monster, the antagonist. Grendel

3 Another monster and antagonist. Grendel’s mother

4 (Roth-gar) - The king of the Scyldings. Hrothgar

5 (Will-theo) - Wife of Hrothgar. Wealtheow

6 (Oon-firth) - A Danish warrior. Unferth

7 (Ash-here-aa) - Hrothgar’s advisor. Ashere

8 (Sill-dings) - Hrothgar's warriors, narrators. Scyldings

9 Beowulf’s warriors from Denmark. Geats

10 The Fates, mythical beings that rule destiny. Urd, Vedandi & Skuld

B:  Beowulf Characters & Locations

11 What is the name of the Norse Life Tree? Yggdrasil (Eeg-drass-ill)

12 What is the name of the Lord’s Hall? Heorot (Hear-rot)

13 What is the country in which Hrothgar and the Scylding’s live Denmark

14 What is the country in which Beowulf originates? Norway

15 Who attacks the Scyldings in Heorot? Grendel

16 How does Beowulf defeat Grendel? By tearing off his arm

17 What does Unferth give to Beowulf for killing Grendel? A sword

18 What are the three fates also known as? The Norns

19 Who seeks revenge for the death of Grendel? Grendel’s mother

20 Where does Beowulf defeat Grendel’s mother? An underground cave

C: A Midsummer Night’s Dream

21 Theseus, Hippolyta & Egeus The Court

22 Titania, Oberon & Puck The Fairies

23 Helena, Hermia, Lysander & Demetrius The Lovers

24 Bottom, Snug, Flute The Mechanicals

25 Where does the main action of the play take place? The forest

26 How is Bottom transformed? His head changed to a donkey’s

27 What play are the mechanicals trying to perform Pyramus and Thisbe

28 In which city is the court based? Athens

D:Theatre Industry keywords

29 Who is responsible for the creative direction of a piece of theatre? The director

30 What is the name for a person that writes plays? Playwright

31 What is the term we use to describe theatrical properties? Props

32 Who is responsible for the look of the stage? Set designer

33 What is the term we use to describe practising  for a play? Rehearsals
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34 Who is responsible for performing roles in a play? Actor

35 The printed form of a play. Script

36 The area behind the main stage Backstage
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Philosophy and Ethics (Unit 2: Abrahamic Faiths)

Question Answer

2.1 JUDAISM

1 What is the term for a male leader of a tribe or family? Patriarch

2 What is the most important Jewish prayer? Shema

3 What are the Jewish holy books known as? Tanakh

4 What did Abraham receive from God? Revelations

5 What is an agreement between God and people called? Covenant

6 What is the word for a person who is related to someone in the past? Descendant

7 Who do Jewish people believe they are the descendants of? Abraham

8 Is Abraham famous for becoming monotheist or polytheist? Monotheist

9 Who led the Exodus? Moses

10 Who were the ancient Hebrews/Jews/Israelites escaping? Egyptians

11 What is the name of the festival which remembers the Exodus? Passover/Pesach

12 Who did God ask Abraham to sacrifice? Isaac

13 What is the name of the festival to remember Abraham’s
willingness?

Rosh Hashana

2.2 CHRISTIANITY

14 Who specifically started Christianity? Jesus

15 What religion was Jesus? Jewish

16 Which part of the Bible is about the life of Jesus? New Testament

17 What is the word given to the 12 first followers of Jesus? Disciples

18 What is the term for the belief that God is ‘three in one’? Holy Trinity

19 What are the three parts of the Holy Trinity? Father, Son and Holy Spirit

20 What’s the word for when Christians believe God became human? Incarnation

21 At which festival do Christians celebrate the incarnation? Christmas

22 Which part of the Holy Trinity is God incarnate? The Son

23 What’s the word for when Christians believe Jesus rose from the
dead?

Resurrection

24 At which festival do Christians celebrate the resurrection? Easter

25 Which part of the Holy Trinity is the death of Jesus linked to? The Holy Spirit
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26 How do Christians link the death of Jesus to human sins/evil? His death is seen as a sacrifice

27 What’s the word Christians give for being saved and going to
heaven?

Salvation

2.3 ISLAM

28 Who specifically started/was the final prophet of Islam? Muhammad

29 What is a prophet? A person given God’s message

30 In which city did Muhammad grow up? Makkah

31 Was Muhammad from a family of polytheists or monotheists? Polytheists

32 What is the life-story of Muhammad called? The Sira Story

33 What did Muhammad receive from God? Revelations

34 What is the Arabic word for God? Allah

35 Where were the revelations to Muhammad written? Qur’an

36 What do Muslims call monotheism? Tawhid

37 Do Muslims believe that Abraham, Moses and Jesus were prophets? Yes

2.4 DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES BETWEEN THE ABRAHAMIC FAITHS

38 Do Jews and Muslims believe Jesus is the ‘Son of God? No

39 Which religion believes that Jesus is the ‘Son of God’? Christianity

40 Which TWO religions DO NOT believe in the Holy Trinity? Judaism and Islam

41 Which TWO religions believe that Abraham was asked to kill Isaac? Judaism and Christianity

42 Which religion believes that Abraham was asked to kill Ishmail? Islam

43 Are the Abrahamic faiths monotheist or polytheist? Monotheist

44 Islam contains prophets from which two other religions? Judaism and Christianity

45 What is the word for believing that God is outside of time and space? Transcendent

2.5 KEYWORDS

46 Patriarch Male leader of a family or tribe

47 Descendent Family born later in history

48 Judaism First Abrahamic faith

49 Christianity Second Abrahamic Faith

50 Islam Third Abrahamic Faith

51 Monotheistic Believing in ONE God
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52 Transcendent Outside of time and space

53 Salvation Being saved by God/good afterlife

54 Tanakh Jewish holy books

55 Shema Most important Jewish prayer

56 Exodus When the Jews escaped from Egypt

57 Moses The person who led the Exodus

58 Covenant Agreement between God and people

59 Pesach Festival of the Exodus

60 Rosh Hashana Festival of Sacrifice of Isaac

61 Disciples Followers of Jesus

62 Incarnation God becoming human in Jesus

63 Resurrection Coming back from the dead

64 Crucifixion Roman torture and death method

65 Trinity God becoming THREE in ONE

66 Muhammad Prophet of Islam

67 Sira The history (story) of Muhammad

68 Qur’an Book of messages (revelations) from God
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Physical Education

Section 1: Spring term, Sports Psychology

Question Answer

Motivation and rewards in sport

1. What is the definition for motivation? Motivation is the mental process that drives a person when
working towards a goal or task.

2 Identify two reasons forwhy people are motivated to play sports. Reasons for playing sport - enjoyment, build confidence,
peer pressure, money, stress release, challenge, learn new
skills, fame, make friends, socialise, stay healthy, get fit, team
building

3 Describe the two types of motivation. Types of Motivation
Intrinsic motivation = internal factors such as enjoyment,
learning, feeling good, feeling part of a team
Extrinsic motivation = external factors such as rewards,
trophies, promotion, peer pressure, fear of failure

4 Describe the term ‘amotivation’ Amotivation = a lack of engagement or wanting to drop out
of sports , “I don’t enjoy it anymore” “ I can’t do it “

5 Identify an example of tangible and intangible rewards Types of rewards
Tangible (physical) = money, prizes, medal badge, certificates
Intangible (non-physical) = praise, fame, recognition,
achievement

Anxiety and aggression in sport

6 Identify two causes of anxiety in sport. Sports anxiety occurs when competitive situations are seen
as threatening and performers become tense and
apprehensive.
Causes;

● Fear of failure
● Fear of being judged e.g. in a trial or assessment
● Pressure from coaches, parents and team mates
● Performing on your own rather than in a team e.g.

athletes and swimmers
● Lack of motivation
● Lack of preparation

7 Identify the two types of anxiety. Types of anxiety
Cognitive = Thoughts worry, stress, confusion, irritability,
poor concentration, negative thoughts, “I’m going to lose”,
I’m not good enough”
Somatic = The body’s reaction Increased heart rate, muscle
tension, feeling sick, fidgeting, feeling hot, sweating, short of
breath

8 Explain one coping strategy for anxiety in sport. Coping Strategies
● Positive self-talk - Talking to yourself about

successful outcomes, have a‘can do’ attitude - “I can
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make this putt” “We can win this game”
● Imagery and Mental rehearsal - Picture a quiet,

relaxing place  e.g. beach. Go over your movements
in your mind, picture yourself striking the ball and
scoring the goal before you move.

● Muscular relaxation - tensing or contracting one
group of muscles at a time before relaxing. Work
from head to toes.

● Breathing - breath in for 4 secs, hold for 4, out for 4,
hold for 4. Focus on breath and rhythm rather than
on thoughts and worries.

9 Describe the difference between aggression and assertion. Aggression and Assertion
Aggression is the intent to harm outside of the rules of the
sport e.g. intentional two-footed tackle making contact with
the players ankle
Assertion is playing within the rules of the sport at a high
intensity with no intent to harm e.g. a hard but legal tackle in
rugby
Direct - aimed at another person e.g. kicking an opponent
Indirect - aimed through an action or piece of equipment e.g.
smashing a racket, kicking a drink bottle

10 Identify one example of what may cause aggression in sport. Causes of Aggression in sport

● Frustration - Performing badly
● Losing the game
● Pressure to do well from spectators, team members

and coaches
● Taking part in a contact sport
● Feeling of being treated unfairly
● Crowd reaction
● The importance of the game and possible reward

e.g. promotion play-off
● Opponents playing mind games or verbal abuse
● Heat
● Noise

Being ‘evaluative’

11 What do we mean by the term ‘being evaluative’? Being evaluative is being able to reflect, analyse and decide.

12 Why is being evaluative useful in sport and PE? Being evaluative is useful in PE because we will be better at:
● Carefully reflecting on your own performance

● Observe other students performances

● Reflect on your own or others strengths and areas

for improvement against any criteria set by yourself,

your partner or by your teachers.

Badminton

13
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14 Describe three rules for badminton. ● You cannot touch the net with your racket or body
● You can only touch the shuttlecock once and it must

be returned in one hit
● In singles, the side tramlines are out for the entire

game
● In doubles the back tramlines are out but only for

the serve
● You must serve underarm
● The same person serves (from the right when they

are on an even and left when their score is an odd
number) until they lose a point. In doubles, your
partner’s turn to serve is when you next win a point.

15 Identify the two different types of serves. Forehand and backhand.

16 Describe two rules for serving. The racket must be below the elbow when serving. The shuttle
must land in the diagonal service box.

17 Describe the similarities and  differences between an overhead clear
and a smash.

In an overhead clear and a smash the player stands sideways
on, they bring their racket back like a bow and arrow, then
bring it behind their back. They then bring the racket over their
shoulder. In the overhead clear they hit the shuttle at an angle
to go to the back of the court. In the smash they hit the shuttle
with a great amount of force as an attacking shot either into
space or at the player.

Outdoor and adventure activities

18 Describe the term cooperation. Cooperation is the action or process of working together
towards a shared goal.

19 Describe the term problem solving. Problem solving is the process of finding solutions to difficult
challenges.

20 Describe the term team motivation. Motivation is what drives a person when working towards a
goal or task.

Gymnastics

21 How long must a balance be held for? Balances must be held still for at least three seconds.

Identify three types of jumps in gymnastics. Any from * Straight jump * split jump * tuck jump * pike
jump * straddle jump

22 Describe the technique for a forwards roll. The technique for the forwards roll is:
● Started from a standing position and then the

gymnast crouches down, places their hands shoulder
wide apart and hands facing forward.

● They tuck their chin to their chest and place the back
of their head onto the floor.

● They push off of the floor with their legs and rotate
over their head onto their back.

● The gymnast then presses their feet onto the floor
and whips the arms forward to stand up.

23 Describe the technique for a handstand. The technique for a handstand is:
● Start with feet one in front of the other in a wide

stance,
● Arms placed close above head
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● Extend forwards at the waist
● Place both hands on the mat
● Kick legs up
● Hold legs together in a straight extended position.

24 Describe the technique for a headstand. The technique for a headstand is:
● Start from a standing position and then the gymnast

crouches down, places their knees on the ground
and their hands shoulder width apart.

● They tuck their chin to their chest and place the back
of their head onto the floor, making a triangle with
their hands

● They push off of the floor with their legs tucked in,
once in a balance, they extend their legs straight up,
holding for at least three seconds.
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Science

Question/ Answer

Ecology

1 What is one member of a species called? organism

2 What are a group of organisms of the same species called? population

3 What are several different species that live close to each other called? community

4 Organisms which can reproduce and create viable offspring are called a...? species

5 All of the living and non-living things that interact with each other are called
an...?

ecosystem

6 What is the area within which an organism lives called? habitat

7 What are living parts of an ecosystem called? biotic factors

8 What are non-living parts of an ecosystem called? abiotic factors

9 What is an organism that kills and eats other organisms called? predator

10 What is the organism that is killed and eaten by a predator called? prey

11 What do plants compete for? space, light, nutrients, water

12 What do animals compete for? food, mates, territory

13 Which diagram shows how energy is transferred from one organism to another? food chain

14 What is each stage in the food chain called? trophic level

15 What does every food chain start with? producer

16 Which 2 kingdoms can photosynthesise? plants, chromista

17 Which chemical process is used by plants to make food? photosynthesis

18 What are the reactants for photosynthesis? carbon dioxide, water

19 What are the products of photosynthesis? oxygen, glucose

20 Where does the energy for photosynthesis usually come from? sunlight

21 What are organisms that eat other organisms called? consumers

22 What are organisms that only eat plants called? herbivores

23 What are organisms that only eat animals called? carnivores

24 Which type of diagram shows the number of organisms at each trophic level? pyramid of numbers

25 Does the producer go at the top or bottom of a pyramid of numbers? bottom

26 Is a pyramid of number always pyramid shaped? no

27 Which type of diagram shows the mass of organisms  at each trophic level? pyramid of biomass

28 Do higher trophic levels have more or less mass than lower trophic levels? less

29 Is a pyramid of biomass always pyramid shaped? yes

30 What percentage of biomass is passed onto the next trophic level? 10%

31 What percentage of biomass is wasted as movement, heat and waste? 90%

Newton's Laws

32 What is Newton’s first law? An object remains at rest or travels at a
constant speed in the same direction unless
acted upon by an unbalanced force.

33 What is Newton’s second law? An unbalanced force acting on an object will
cause it to accelerate.
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34 What is Newton’s third law? For every action there is an equal and opposite
reaction.

35 What happens to the speed of an object if the resultant force acting on it is zero? The speed is constant.

36 The directions of the action and reaction forces are...? Opposite.

37 How does the type of action force compare to the type of reaction force? They are of the same type.

38 How does the magnitude of the reaction force compare to the magnitude of the
action force?

They have the same magnitude.

39 What does accelerate mean? Change speed or direction.

Periodic Table

40 Elements with similar properties are in the same _________ of the periodic
table.

Group

41 In the early 1800s, elements in the periodic table were arranged in order of
what?

Increasing atomic weight

42 How are elements arranged in the modern periodic table? Atomic number (number of protons)

43 What are the columns called on the periodic table? Groups

44 What are the rows called on the periodic table? Periods

45 What two things did Mendeleev do to improve the periodic table? He left gaps for undiscovered elements, and
changed the order of some elements to fit their
properties better

46 What name is given to the elements in Group 1? Alkali metals

47 What name is given to the elements in group 7? Halogens

48 What name is given to the elements in group 0? Noble gases

49 What do all elements in the same group of the periodic table have in common? Same number of electrons in their outer shell

50 How many electrons do group 7 atoms have in their outer shell? 7

51 How many electrons do group 2 elements have in their outer shell? 2

52 In which group and period of the periodic table is sodium? Group 1, Period 3

Ecology 2

53 What is a food web? A diagram which shows all the food chains in
an ecosystem joined together

54 What are the producers
in this food web?

Carrots, grasses, grains

55 What are the primary
consumers in this food
web?

Rabbits, mice, grasshoppers

56 What are the secondary
consumers in this food
web?

Birds, owls, foxes

57 What is the tertiary
consumer in this food
web?

Foxes

58 What are the predators
in this food web?

Foxes, Owls, Birds

59 What are the prey in this
food web?

Rabbits, mice, grasshoppers, birds

60 What are the apex
predators in this food
web?

Foxes, Owls
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61 What happens to the concentration of toxic materials as they go up a food
chain?

The concentration of toxic materials increase
as you go up the food chain

62 What is an adaptation? Features which enable an organism to survive
in their environment.

Particles

63 What is an ion? When atoms have gained or lost an electron to
become charged

64 When atoms lose electrons they form _____ ions When atoms lose electrons they form
POSITIVE ions

65 When atoms gain electrons the form _______ ions When atoms gain electrons the form
NEGATIVE ions

66 Metals always form _______ ions Metals always form POSITIVE ions

67 Non-metals always form _______ ions Non-metals always form NEGATIVE ions

68 An ion with what charge is formed if an atom loses 1 electron? 1+

69 An ion with what charge is formed if an atom loses 2 electrons? 2+

70 An ion with what charge is formed if an atom loses 3 electrons? 3+

71 An ion with what charge is formed if an atom gains 1 electron? 1-

72 An ion with what charge is formed if an atom gains 2 electrons? 2-

73 An ion with what charge is formed if an atom gains 3 electrons? 3-

74 An ion with what charge is formed by group 1 elements? 1+

75 An ion with what charge is formed by group 2 elements? 2+

76 An ion with what charge is formed by group 3 elements? 3+

77 An ion with what charge is formed by group 5 elements? 3-

78 An ion with what charge is formed by group 6 elements? 2-

79 An ion with what charge is formed by group 7 elements? 1-

80 Lithium forms an ion with what charge? 1+ (group 1)

81 Oxygen forms an ion with what charge? 2- (group 6)

82 Aluminium forms an ion with what charge? 3+ (group 3)

83 Chlorine forms an ion with what charge? 1- (group 7)

84 What is an atom? The smallest part of an element that can exist

85 What is a molecule? Two or more atoms bonded together

86 What is an element? A substance made of only one type of atom

87 What is a compound? Two or more different atoms bonded together

89 What is a pure substance? Something made of only one type of matter

90 What is a mixture? Different substances that are together, but not
bonded.

Hooke’s Law and Pressure

91 What does pressure tell us? How concentrated a force is.

92 What is the equation linking pressure, force and area? Pressure = force / area.

93 What causes pressure in gases? Gas pressure is caused by the particles
colliding with each other and on surfaces.

94 What happens to the air pressure as you increase altitude? It decreases

95 What happens to the air pressure as you increase Temperature? It increases
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96 What happens to the air pressure as you increase Volume? It decreases

97 What causes pressure in liquids? The weight of the water above.

98 What happens to the pressure in a liquid as you go deeper? It increases.

99 What happens to an object if its weight is greater than the upthrust on it? It sinks.

100 What is Hooke’s law? Force is proportional to extension.

101 What is the equation linking force, spring constant and extension? Force = spring constant x extension.

102 What is elastic deformation? An object will return to its original shape after
stretching

103 What is inelastic deformation? An object will not return to its original shape
after stretching

104 What is the limit of proportionality? The point at which a spring stops obeying
Hooke’s law.

Photosynthesis

105 What is the word equation for photosynthesis? Carbon dioxide + Water → Glucose + Oxygen

106 What is the balanced symbol equation for photosynthesis? 6CO2 + 6H2O  → C6H12O6 + 6O2

107 How can temperature affect the rate of photosynthesis? Increasing temperature increases the rate of
photosynthesis, until a point is reached where
the enzymes denature and stop
photosynthesis.

108 How can light intensity affect the rate of photosynthesis? Increasing light intensity increases the rate of
photosynthesis until a maximum rate is
reached.

109 How does carbon dioxide concentration affect the rate of photosynthesis? Increasing carbon dioxide increases the rate
of photosynthesis until a maximum rate is
reached.

110 How does the concentration of chlorophyll affect the rate of photosynthesis? Increasing the concentration of chlorophyll in a
leaf increases the rate of photosynthesis

111 What is the word equation of respiration? Glucose + Oxygen → Carbon dioxide + Water

112 What is the balanced symbol equation of respiration? C6H12O6 + 6O2 →  6CO2 + 6H2O

113 Where does Aerobic respiration take place? Mitochondria

114 What is the word equation of anaerobic respiration in animals? Glucose → Lactic acid

115 What is the word equation of anaerobic respiration in yeast and plants? Glucose → Carbon dioxide + Ethanol

116 What is another name for anaerobic respiration in yeast? Fermentation

117 How is fermentation used in bread making? The carbon dioxide is used to make dough rise

118 How is fermentation used in the production of alcoholic drinks? The ethanol produced is the alcohol in beer
and wine.
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Spanish

A1 People Gente C Adjectives MS FS MPL FPL
A2 In my family there is En mi familia hay C1 white blanco blanca blancos blancas
A3 I / me yo C2 black negro negra negros negras
A4 my brother mi hermano C3 red rojo roja rojos rojas
A5 my sister mi hermana C4 yellow amarillo amarilla amarillos amarillas
A6 my younger sister mi hermana menor C5 pink rosa rosa rosas rosas
A7 my younger brother mi hermano menor C6 green verde verde verdes verdes
A8 my older sister mi hermana mayor C7 blue azul azul azules azules
A9 my older brother mi hermano mayor C8 orange naranja naranja naranjas naranjas
A10 my siblings mis hermanos C9 brown marrón marrón marrones marrones
A11 my older siblings mis hermanos mayores C10 grey gris gris grises grises
A12 my younger siblings mis hermanos menores C11 active activo activa activos activas
A13 my dad mi padre C12 tall alto alta altos altas
A14 my mum mi madre C13 short bajo baja bajos bajas
A15 my parents mis padres C14 beautiful, pretty bonito bonita bonitos bonitas
A16 my grandmother mi abuela C15 thin delgado delgada delgados delgadas
A17 my grandfather mi abuelo C16 happy feliz feliz felices felices
A18 my grandparents mis abuelos C17 ugly feo fea feos feas
A19 my friend (male) mi amigo C18 strong fuerte fuerte fuertes fuertes
A20 my friend (female) mi amiga C19 fat gordo gorda gordos gordas
B1 Pets Mascotas C20 funny gracioso graciosa graciosos graciosas
B2 A / some dog(s) un perro unos perros C21 big grande grande grandes grandes
B3 A / some cat(s) un gato unos gatos C22 intelligent inteligente inteligente inteligentes inteligentes
B4 A / some bird(s) un pájaro unos pájaros C23 interesting interesante interesante interesantes interesantes
B5 A / some fish un pez unos peces C24 annoying irritante irritante irritantes irritantes
B6 A / some horse(s) un caballo unos caballos C25 cute, pretty lindo linda lindos lindas
B7 A /some snake(s) una serpiente unas serpientes C26 clever listo lista listos listas
B8 A / some  tortoise(s) una tortuga unas tortugas C27 crazy loco loca locos locas
B9 A rat /some rats una rata unas ratas C28 small pequeño pequeña pequeños pequeñas
B10 The el la los C29 strange raro rara raros raras
B11 A / some un una unos C30 serious serio seria serios serias

C30 nice simpático simpática simpáticos simpáticas
C31 silly tonto Tonta tontos tontas
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D1 more descriptions más descripciones
D2 more más D5 very muy
D3 less menos D6 quite bastante
D4 than que D7 too (much) demasiado

D8 a little un poco
E1 verbs los verbos F1 negatives negativos
E2 there is / there are hay F2 there isn’t / there aren’t no hay
E3 I get on well with me llevo bien con F3 I don’t get on well with no me llevo bien con
E4 I look like me parezco a F4 I don’t look like no me parezco a
E5 I can puedo F5 I can’t no puedo
E6 I would say that diría que F6 I wouldn’t say that no diría que
E6 he / she says that dice que F7 he / she doesn’t say that no dice que
G1 to have tener
G2 I have tengo G7 I don’t have no tengo
G3 you (1 person)  have tienes G8 you (1 person) don’t have no tienes
G4 he/she/it has tiene G9 he/she/it don’t  have no tiene
G5 we have tenemos G10 we don’t have no tenemos
G6 they have tienen G11 they don’t have no tienen
H1 to be ser
H2 I am soy H7 I am not no soy
H3 you (1 person) are eres H8 you (1 person) are not no eres
H4 he / she / it is es H9 he / she/ it is not no es
H5 we are somos H10 we are not no somos
H6 they are son H11 they are not no son
I1 opinions opiniones
I2 I like  (singular / plural) me gusta   / me gustan I9 I don’t like (singular / plural) no me gusta / no me gustan
I3 I really like / like a lot

(singular / plural)
me gusta mucho /
me gustan mucho

I10 I don’t like at all
(singular / plural)

no me gusta nada /
no me gustan nada

I4 I love (singular / plural) me encanta / me encantan I11 I hate odio (a)
I5 because it / he / she is porque es I12 because it / he / she is not porque no es
I6 because they are porque son I13 because they are not porque no son
I7 although it / he / she is aunque es I14 although it / he / she is not aunque es
I8 although they are aunque son I15 although they are not aunque no son
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Example sentences for quizzing
Q1 In my family there are four people. En mi familia hay cuatro personas.

Q2 In my family there are six people. En mi familia hay seis personas.

Q3 In my family there are my mum and my dad and me. En mi familia hay mi madre, mi padre y yo.

Q4 In my family there are my older sisters and me. En mi familia hay mis hermanas mayores y yo.

Q5 In my family there are my younger brothers and me. En mi familia hay mis hermanos menores y yo.

Q6 At home, I have a dog black and white. En casa, tengo un perro negro y blanco.

Q7 At home, I have two cats grey. En casa, tengo dos gatos grises.

Q8 At home, I have some birds blue. En casa, tengo unos pájaros azules.

Q9 At home, we have three horses brown. En casa, tenemos tres caballos marrones.

Q10 At home, we have two tortoises green. En casa, tenemos dos tortugas verdes.

Q11 I am quite tall. Soy bastante alto.

Q12 My sister is very short. Mi hermana es muy baja.

Q13 My brother is quite funny. Mi hermano es bastante gracioso.

Q14 My parents are very thin. Mis padres son muy delgados.

Q15 My mum is quite serious. Mi madre es bastante seria.

Q16 I am not ugly. No soy feo.

Q17 My mum is not fat. Mi madre no es gorda.

Q18 My dad is not silly. Mi padre no es tonto.

Q19 My younger siblings are not strange. Mis hermanos menores no son raros.

Q20 My grandparents are not active. Mis abuelos no son activos.

Q21 My sister is taller (more tall) than my brother. Mi hermana es más alta que mi hermano.

Q22 My mum is funnier (more funny) than my grandma. Mi madre es más graciosa que mi abuela.

Q23 My dad is more intelligent than my brother. Mi padre es más inteligente que mi hermano.

Q24 My brother is less fat than my grandfather. Mi hermano es menos gordo que mi abuelo.

Q25 My friend is less serious than my younger sister. Mi amigo es menos serio que mi hermana menor.

Q26 I get on well with my dad because he is quite funny. Me llevo bien con mi padre porque es bastante gracioso.

Q27 I like my mum because she is very nice. Me gusta mi madre porque es muy simpática.

Q28 I hate my younger sisters because they are too strange. Odio a mis hermanas menores porque son demasiado raras.

Q29 I really like my grandparents although they are crazy. Me gustan mucho mis abuelos, aunque son locos.

Q30 I don’t like my older brother although he is intelligent. No me gusta mi hermano mayor, aunque es inteligente.
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Core Text for quizzing
CT1 Hello! How are you? ¡Hola! ¿Qué tal?
CT2 I am well thanks because I am happy. Estoy bien gracias, porque estoy feliz.
CT3 You are very tall, no? ¿Eres muy alto no?
CT4 Well yes, I am quite tall and Pues sí, soy bastante alto y
CT5 I look like my dad me parezco a mi padre
CT6 As both we have the eyes green como los dos tenemos los ojos verdes.
CT7 Also, my mum says that También mi madre dice que
CT8 I am more strong than my brother older. soy más fuerte que mi hermano mayor.
CT9 I would say that I can be a bit crazy sometimes. Diría que puedo ser un poco loco a veces.

CT10 How many people are there in your family? ¿Cuántas personas hay en tu familia?
CT11 In my family there are four people. En mi familia hay cuatro personas.
CT12 There is my mum, my dad, my brother older, and I. Hay mi madre, mi padre, mi hermano mayor, y yo.
CT13 Do you get on well with your brother? ¿Te llevas bien con tu hermano?
CT14 In general, I would say that Por lo general, diría que
CT15 I get on well with my brother older me llevo bien con mi hermano mayor
CT16 because he is very funny porque es muy gracioso
CT17 furthermore, he is quite clever. además, es bastante listo.
CT18 Do you have a pet at home? ¿Tienes una mascota en casa?
CT19 Yes, I have a dog black who is called Benito. Sí, tengo un perro negro que se llama Benito.
CT20 However, Benito is quite ugly and Sin embargo, Benito es bastante feo y
CT21 I would like to have a cat white. me gustaría tener un gato blanco.
CT22 In fact, my friend Paco De hecho, mi amigo Paco
CT23 he has a horse big. tiene un caballo grande.
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